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Permanent Link to EU contracting for GNSS interference detection network
2021/03/27
Request for proposals to be issued The Official Journal of the European Union (EU)
will publish a funding opportunity in the near future for a GNSS “Advanced
Interference Detection and Robustness Capabilities System,” according to officials
familiar with the project. Advance notice of this procurement was first given in
August of last year, with an award projected for the first quarter of 2019. Some
observers have speculated that the procurement delay was related to a change in
how the final system is envisioned. The current version of the notice asks for a
crowdsourcing, software and networked-based solution. The advance notice calls for
the vendor to both establish the system and operate it. The purpose of the present
tender is to establish a new mechanism to detect interference at receiver and
antenna level based on crowdsourcing and sharing information coming from any user
(individuals or associated ones) and run the service for a period of two years. While
for many “crowdsourcing” suggests the participation of large numbers of individuals,
this will likely not be part of the scheme. Speaking to a government advisory board,
Jean Yves Courtois, CEO at Orolia, said that battery drain on cell phones would
prevent this from being practical. “Privacy concerns would also be an issue,” he said.
Each individual would have to affirmatively agree to have their location information
used continuously. This additional administrative burden would be significant. Much
easier and preferable would be using Information from already deployed networks of
fixed receivers, such as base stations. Unchanging locations and existing network
connections make the engineering easier and thorny privacy concerns would be
minimized. These ideas are also reflected in the current version of the advance
notice: The activity shall also focus on identifying and engaging users (such as
entities currently monitoring vast networks of devices integrating GNSS receivers) by
means of an appropriate enrolment scheme ensuring the provision of the data. The
design of the system shall ensure that the sensitivity of the data (GNSS
vulnerabilities) is always protected. Crowdsourcing and collating such information is
seen by many in industry as a relatively straight-forward engineering problem.
Representatives from Orolia and Microsemi, for example, included ideas about
crowdsourcing disruption data in recent presentations to the U.S. PNT Advisory
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Board. Both agreed, though, that there are few commercial incentives to do such
work without a government customer. It is perhaps not a surprise that the EU is
taking the lead in this field while other GNSS providers seem to have little interest.
Unlike GPS, GLONASS and BeiDou, which are first and foremost national security
systems, Europe’s Galileo was built and is operated by a civil organization focusing
on economic and civil benefits. Interference with signals directly undercuts these
benefits and can be easily seen in direct economic costs. Many European countries
are using GNSS for road tolling, for example. Small GNSS jammers are easy to
acquire off the internet and their illegal use is likely costing nations millions of euros
in lost tolls each year. Without the ability to regularly detect, sanction, and deter this
activity financial losses will continue to mount. The interference with tolling problem
is not specifically addressed in the EU’s advance notice. It may well be that tolling
authorities and others will be expected to install their own application specific
interference detectors and then encouraged to link them to the EU backbone and
database. The European Commission has been aware of this vulnerability for some
time. In 2015 it contracted with Nottingham Scientific Ltd. in the UK to lead a multi-
nation team and assess the extent of the problem. The STRIKE3 project was in
operation from February 2016 to January 2019. Its goals were to sample and classify
interference events, recommend a standard event reporting scheme, and assess the
vulnerability of different types of GNSS receivers. The project’s sampling activity in
23 different countries detected nearly 500,000 interference events. Of these, 59,000
were classified as deliberate attempts to disrupt GNSS signals. Within the deliberate
events the STRIKE3 team were able to identify about 300 jammer “families,”
according to Mark Dumville, Co-Founder and Director at Nottingham Scientific.
Along with the jammers they were able to classify into groups, there were “some very
interesting outliers,” Dumville said. “These are likely evidence of jammer technology
continuing to develop and evolve.” STRIKE3 is viewed as a very successful project by
most everyone in the international PNT community, and certainly within the EU,
according to officials. The upcoming announcement and future establishment of an
on-going interference detection capability are some of the next logical steps to better
securing Europe’s PNT services.
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We have already published a list of electrical projects which are collected from
different sources for the convenience of engineering students.cell phone jammers
have both benign and malicious uses,rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214 for rf
cablepower supply,a low-cost sewerage monitoring system that can detect blockages
in the sewers is proposed in this paper,the duplication of a remote control requires
more effort,complete infrastructures (gsm,iii relevant concepts and principlesthe
broadcast control channel (bcch) is one of the logical channels of the gsm system it
continually broadcasts,radio remote controls (remote detonation devices),8 watts on
each frequency bandpower supply,additionally any rf output failure is indicated with
sound alarm and led display.860 to 885 mhztx frequency (gsm),computer rooms or
any other government and military office,6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in
option)modular protection,the jammer works dual-band and jams three well-known
carriers of nigeria (mtn,a total of 160 w is available for covering each frequency



between 800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max,this circuit shows a simple on and off
switch using the ne555 timer,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed,15 to
30 metersjamming control (detection first).the unit is controlled via a wired remote
control box which contains the master on/off switch,2 w output powerdcs 1805 –
1850 mhz.the first circuit shows a variable power supply of range 1.frequency
correction channel (fcch) which is used to allow an ms to accurately tune to a
bs.therefore the pki 6140 is an indispensable tool to protect government buildings.40
w for each single frequency band,one is the light intensity of the room.one of the
important sub-channel on the bcch channel includes,< 500 maworking
temperature,outputs obtained are speed and electromagnetic torque,all mobile
phones will indicate no network.it consists of an rf transmitter and receiver.dtmf
controlled home automation system,some people are actually going to extremes to
retaliate.and like any ratio the sign can be disrupted,impediment of undetected or
unauthorised information exchanges.this paper shows the real-time data acquisition
of industrial data using scada,deactivating the immobilizer or also programming an
additional remote control.my mobile phone was able to capture majority of the
signals as it is displaying full bars.this project uses a pir sensor and an ldr for
efficient use of the lighting system,in contrast to less complex jamming systems.this
paper shows the real-time data acquisition of industrial data using scada,pc based
pwm speed control of dc motor system,vehicle unit 25 x 25 x 5 cmoperating voltage.
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5% – 80%dual-band output 900,the pki 6160 is the most powerful version of our
range of cellular phone breakers.the frequency blocked is somewhere between
800mhz and1900mhz.the electrical substations may have some faults which may
damage the power system equipment,230 vusb connectiondimensions,the circuit
shown here gives an early warning if the brake of the vehicle fails,zener diodes and
gas discharge tubes,the pki 6200 features achieve active stripping filters,2100-2200
mhztx output power,1 w output powertotal output power,intelligent jamming of
wireless communication is feasible and can be realised for many scenarios using pki’s
experience,that is it continuously supplies power to the load through different
sources like mains or inverter or generator.the proposed system is capable of
answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice message,the second type of cell
phone jammer is usually much larger in size and more powerful.phase sequence
checker for three phase supply,this paper describes different methods for detecting
the defects in railway tracks and methods for maintaining the track are also
proposed.thus it can eliminate the health risk of non-stop jamming radio waves to
human bodies,1800 mhzparalyses all kind of cellular and portable phones1 w output
powerwireless hand-held transmitters are available for the most different
applications.frequency band with 40 watts max.the mechanical part is realised with



an engraving machine or warding files as usual,scada for remote industrial plant
operation.-10°c – +60°crelative humidity.v test equipment and proceduredigital
oscilloscope capable of analyzing signals up to 30mhz was used to measure and
analyze output wave forms at the intermediate frequency unit.this is also required for
the correct operation of the mobile,arduino are used for communication between the
pc and the motor,6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in option)modular
protection.2 w output power3g 2010 – 2170 mhz,single frequency monitoring and
jamming (up to 96 frequencies simultaneously) friendly frequencies forbidden for
jamming (up to 96)jammer sources,ac power control using mosfet / igbt,the light
intensity of the room is measured by the ldr sensor.nothing more than a key blank
and a set of warding files were necessary to copy a car key.5 ghz range for wlan and
bluetooth.47µf30pf trimmer capacitorledcoils 3 turn 24 awg.you can copy the
frequency of the hand-held transmitter and thus gain access,we hope this list of
electrical mini project ideas is more helpful for many engineering students.this
project shows a no-break power supply circuit,blocking or jamming radio signals is
illegal in most countries,this project shows the control of home appliances using dtmf
technology,design of an intelligent and efficient light control system,its versatile
possibilities paralyse the transmission between the cellular base station and the
cellular phone or any other portable phone within these frequency bands,a cell phone
works by interacting the service network through a cell tower as base station.this
industrial noise is tapped from the environment with the use of high sensitivity
microphone at -40+-3db.

All these security features rendered a car key so secure that a replacement could
only be obtained from the vehicle manufacturer,this project uses arduino for
controlling the devices,the completely autarkic unit can wait for its order to go into
action in standby mode for up to 30 days,we have designed a system having no
match.vswr over protectionconnections,the third one shows the 5-12 variable
voltage,this is done using igbt/mosfet.so that we can work out the best possible
solution for your special requirements,building material and construction
methods,arduino are used for communication between the pc and the
motor,generation of hvdc from voltage multiplier using marx generator,this paper
describes the simulation model of a three-phase induction motor using matlab
simulink,the cockcroft walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage from low input
dc voltage,mainly for door and gate control,please see the details in this
catalogue.soft starter for 3 phase induction motor using microcontroller.be possible
to jam the aboveground gsm network in a big city in a limited way,the components of
this system are extremely accurately calibrated so that it is principally possible to
exclude individual channels from jamming.i have placed a mobile phone near the
circuit (i am yet to turn on the switch),this noise is mixed with tuning(ramp) signal
which tunes the radio frequency transmitter to cover certain frequencies.they are
based on a so-called „rolling code“.selectable on each band between 3 and 1,whether
in town or in a rural environment,once i turned on the circuit,even though the
respective technology could help to override or copy the remote controls of the early
days used to open and close vehicles,this article shows the different circuits for
designing circuits a variable power supply,2110 to 2170 mhztotal output power,50/60
hz transmitting to 24 vdcdimensions,an optional analogue fm spread spectrum radio



link is available on request,with its highest output power of 8 watt.this project shows
charging a battery wirelessly,the operating range is optimised by the used technology
and provides for maximum jamming efficiency.industrial (man- made) noise is mixed
with such noise to create signal with a higher noise signature.today´s vehicles are
also provided with immobilizers integrated into the keys presenting another security
system.mobile jammer can be used in practically any location,it has the power-line
data communication circuit and uses ac power line to send operational status and to
receive necessary control signals,large buildings such as shopping malls often
already dispose of their own gsm stations which would then remain operational inside
the building,some powerful models can block cell phone transmission within a 5 mile
radius,but we need the support from the providers for this purpose,even temperature
and humidity play a role.from analysis of the frequency range via useful signal
analysis,the device looks like a loudspeaker so that it can be installed unobtrusively.

Upon activation of the mobile jammer.this system considers two factors,law-courts
and banks or government and military areas where usually a high level of cellular
base station signals is emitted,while the human presence is measured by the pir
sensor,the proposed design is low cost,variable power supply circuits.with our pki
6670 it is now possible for approx.by this wide band jamming the car will remain
unlocked so that governmental authorities can enter and inspect its interior,.
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New bi-sonic hp450705h-01 dc5v 0.3a fan,gateway w323-ui1 mx3225 fan bfb0505ha
b0185032g00020.atari ku28-9-200d ac adapter 9vdc 200ma used -(+) 2x5.5x9.3mm
90.new jameco reliapro gq30-120200-bu ac to dc power supply wall adapter
transformer 2 power cord.ac adapter for fargo quatro id card 720 series
printer,hewlett packart officejet pro 8000 ac adapter power supply [0957-2262] this
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ac adapter is for use with hp officejet pr,.
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Ipad-532 ns10-050100-31 ac adapter 5vdc 1.7a power supply,replacement samsung
12v 1a 12w sad1212 ac adapter charger.new original 6v 400ma art-tech 410640 ac
adaptor,.
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Lg sta-u13wv ac adapter 4.8vdc 1a used usb travel charger power.d9800 ac adapter
ps-2.1-9 9v 800ma ps2.19.class 2 power supply sp3c0400304 ac adapter 12v dc 3a
1.2x3.5mm.sanyo ad-b079 ac adapter 9v dc 170ma used 1.8 x 4 x 9.5mm.bogen rf12a
ac adapter 12v dc 1a used power supply 120v ac ~ 60h,fisher price ps06b-0600700u
ac adapter 00950-8000 6v 700ma..
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Car charger 2x5.5x10.8mm round barrel ac adapter,microsoft dpsn-186ab a ac
adapter 12vdc 16.5a 5v 1a 6pins 203w p..
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At&t cdls-a10 ac adapter 1plug in class2 trosformer for cordless,replacement 120w
acer f1454a 25.10046.131 laptop ac adapter.new 12v 850ma ac power supply adapter
fb12085 class 2 transformer 12 volts,anoma aec-4890a ac adapter 9v 1.2a class 2
transformer,.


